STORMING THE WALL WITH TODD MILLER

Discussion:
Tuesday, October 12, 2021
8:30 – 9:30 a.m.

Special Guest Speaker: Todd Miller, author of Storming the Wall

Facilitated by: Professor Brian Glaser

FFC 100 Tijuana & the Dream of Environmental Justice

Discussion Zoom link: chapman.zoom.us

In Storming the Wall, Todd Miller travels around the world to connect the dots between climate-ravaged communities, the corporations cashing in on border militarization, and emerging movements for sustainability and environmental justice. Reporting from the flashpoints of climate clashes, and from likely sites of futures battles, Miller chronicles a growing system of militarized divisions between the rich and the poor, the environmentally secure and the environmentally exposed. Kirkus Reviews called it “A galvanizing forecast of global warming’s endgame and a powerful indictment of America’s current stance.”

For more information on the Engaging the World series, visit our website
www.chapman.edu/wilkinson/about/events/etw-environmental-justice.aspx